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the follow-up to the 2010 console game spider-man: shattered dimensions, spider-man: the edge of
time is an original story that takes place in the same universe as the console game, but tells a

different side story. in the game, you take on the role of an alternate version of the marvel character
miguel o'hara. the original plot of shattered dimensions is slightly altered, with miguel being the

main protagonist instead of spider-man. the game was released on july 13, 2009. the game is also a
timed exclusive for the playstation 3 and xbox 360, meaning that it is playable on those consoles

only, and not on the playstation portable, nintendo wii, nintendo ds, or pc platforms. edge of time is
an original story that takes place in the same universe as the console game, but tells a different side

story. in the game, you take on the role of an alternate version of the marvel character miguel
o'hara. the original plot of shattered dimensions is slightly altered, with miguel being the main

protagonist instead of spider-man. the game was released on july 13, 2009. the game is also a timed
exclusive for the playstation 3 and xbox 360, meaning that it is playable on those consoles only, and

not on the playstation portable, nintendo wii, nintendo ds, or pc platforms. however, there's one
aspect of this game that is arguably a bit underwhelming. spider-man suits up with his trusty web
shooters in the singleplayer campaign, but he's not able to call on them in combat. this doesn't

detract from the experience, but it's still a bit disappointing. once you acquire the suit upgrades,
you'll be able to toggle between web shooter and regular shooting modes for most guns. however,

you can't disable the web shooters during the game.
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